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Abstract—The use of fingerprint for identification applications
is used a lot in criminal cases. Examiners compare the minutiae
from the source and reference. Based on the originating region,
a higher strength of evidence is given to a minutiae. The
assignment of the strength of evidence to a minutiae is based on
practical experience of the examiners. In this paper, the strength
of evidence of minutiae originating from the core and delta
regions is calculated and compared to the practical experience of
examiners. Based on the calculations, the conclusion is drawn that
minutiae originating from the core region are more discriminative
than minutiae originating from the delta region. This corresponds
with the practical experience of examiners, minutiae originating
from the core region receive a higher strength of evidence.
I. INTRODUCTION
In 1864 the first scientific paper on ridge, furrow and pore
structure in fingerprints was published by Nehemiah Grew [6].
In 1788 Mayer made the first detailed description of the for-
mations of human fingerprints [8]. where a distinction made
between 9 different categories according to ridge structure [8].
In 1880 Henry Fauld was the first to suggest, based on em-
Fig. 1. The 9 different categories according to Purkinje
pirical observations, that human fingerprints are individually
unique [8]. In 1888 Sir Francis Galton introduced the use of
minutiae for the comparison of fingerprints after an extensive
study on fingerprints [3]. In 1899 Edward Henry established
the ’Henry-System’ which is a classification system where
fingerprints are sorted by physiological characteristics for one-
to-many searching. This is a well known system and was
a important advance in fingerprint recognition. In the early
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20th century fingerprint formations were all figured out, the
biological principles of fingerprints [8]:
1) Individual epidermal ridges and furrows have different
characteristics for different fingerprints.
2) The configuration types are individually variable, but
they vary within limits that allow for a systematic
classification.
3) The configurations and minute details of individual
ridges and furrows are permanent and unchanging.
Fingerprint recognition was established as a valid method
for person identification. Fingerprint recognition became a
standard routine in forensics and fingerprint identification
agencies were set up all over the world establishing criminal
fingerprint databases. The fingerprint databases became so
extensive that it became unworkable to manually identify
fingerprints. Starting in the early 1960s large investments
were made in the development of an AFIS [6]. Based on the
way human fingerprint experts identify fingerprints, the three
primary problems when designing an AFIS were found to be
[7]:
1) Digital fingerprint acquisition
2) Local ridge characteristic extraction
3) Ridge characteristic pattern matching
Today almost every law enforcement agency in the world uses
an AFIS. Fingerprint recognition is now so popular that it is
even used in civilian and commercial applications [7].
A fingerprint is the reproduction of the exterior appearance
of the fingertip epidermis. The most evident structural charac-
teristic of a fingerprint is a pattern of interleaved ridges and
valleys. Ridge details are generally described in a hierarchical
order at three different levels, namely, Level 1 (the overall
global ridge flow pattern), Level 2 (minutiae points), and Level
3 (pores, local shape of ridge edges, etc.) [7].
Level 1 shows the overall global ridge flow pattern. These
ridges often run smoothly in parallel but exhibit one or
more regions, also called singularities, where they assume
distinctive shapes. These distinctive shapes are classified into
three typologies: loop, delta and whorl. Another region which
is often used is based on a common landmark or center point
and is classified as core, see figure 2. The core is defined as
’the north most point of the innermost ridge line’ [4].
Fingerprints are classified using different techniques. The
first classification based on singularities was made by Francis
Galton, who divided the fingerprints into three major classes
(arch, loop, and whorl) and divided each category into sub-
2categories [3]. Edward Henry refined Galton’s classification
by increasing the number of classes resulting in the Galton-
Henry classification scheme with five major class (left loop,
right loop, whorl, arch, tented arch), see figure 2. [4].
Fig. 2. Singular regions (white boxes) and core points (small circles) in
fingerprint images.
Fig. 3. One fingerprint from each of the five major classes defined by Henry
(1900)
Level 2 shows important local features of the fingerprint.
These features are called minutiae and refer to discontinuities
in the ridges, see figure 4. Francis Galton was the first
person to categorize minutiae and to observe that the remain
unchanged over an individuals lifetime [3].
Fig. 4. Seven most common minutiae types.
Level 3 shows the finest details of the fingerprint. The fea-
tures extracted at this level include all dimensional attributes
of the ridges, sweat pores, incipient ridges, breaks, creases
and scars. This method is relative new since the required
resolution is at least 1,000 dpi. The first attempt toward a
standard encoding of Level 3 features was done in 2008 [7].
Examiners tend to focus on the region around singular
points (the core and delta) of a fingerprint for identification.
Study has shown that examiners are consistent with the
comparison based on the region around singular points [1].
The result is supported by the number of minutiae present in
these regions [2]. The minutiae density of the delta and core re-
gion is 0.49/mm2 whereas the minutiae density is 0.18/mm2
in other regions. The probability that a less common type
of minutia is found in this region, is higher. Therefore, the
information extracted from a delta or core is weighted higher
by examiners.
The research question:
How does the probability of genuine identification relate to
the region of origin of the minutiae?
We hypothesize that minutiae from the core region have a
higher genuine identification probability than minutiae from
the delta.
In this paper, the relation between the origin of the minutiae
and the probability of genuine identification is studied. Derived
from this relation, a strength of evidence is designated to the
origin of the minutiae.
II. METHOD
The NFI provided a dataset originating from the NFI-
WOVI [5]. The dataset contains the scores of 100 reference
fingerprints and 100 test fingerprints. The fingerprints are
classified as a loop class. From each test sample consists of 2
minutiae configurations, namely:
• Core: consisting of 10 minutiae.
• Delta: consisting of 10 minutiae.
Each minutiae configuration is compared with the reference
using the M-BIS 9.1 algorithm of the NFI. From these results,
the PDF is derived with the LR-GUI software 1.
Based on the PDFs of all minutiae configurations, the LR
is calculated. The definition of the LR is shown equation 1.
This ratio represents the evidential value, strength of evidence,
for each minutiae configuration. The higher the LR, the more
likely it is that the test sample and reference sample originate
from the same subject with respect to the other subjects. The
scores will be continuously approached for the representation
of the LR to get a better visualisation of the data.
LR =
Pr (score|genuine)
Pr (score|impostor) (1)
Later PDFs are made from the LRs instead og the scores.
These PDFs are needed to create Tippet plots, which make it
possible to compare the LRs from different regions.
III. RESULTS
Based on the scores that are provided by the NFI, a PDF is
made for the impostor and genuine scores. These PDFs of the
scores designating from the core and delta region are shown
in figure 5 and 6. A score of 0 indicates no similarity and
a higher score represents a higher similarity. The maximum
score is limited to 300. Scores larger than this limit are only
observed in the impostor scores. Impostor scores larger than
300 are likely a measurement error and therefore scores larger
than 300 are considered to be unreliable.
The genuine scores originating from the delta region are
more concentrated in higher score values compared to the
genuine scores originating from the core region. The result
is that the PDFs originating from the core region show more
overlap between the impostor and genuine score than the PDFs
originating from delta region. A larger overlap between the
genuine and impostor scores gives a larger probability that
1LR-GUI: A tool for the exploration of forensic reference data and the
calculation of score-based likelihood ratios. Developed by University of
Amsterdam
3Fig. 5. Probability density function of the scores designating from the core
region
Fig. 6. Probability density function of the scores designating from the delta
region
a score lays within the overlap region and therefore it can
originate from either a genuine or an impostor subject. The
ideal case would be that there is no overlap between the PDF
of the genuine scores and the PDF of the impostor scores. This
would mean that a score is always designating from either an
impostor or genuine.
Comparing the Tippett plots from the core and delta regions,
figures 7 and 8, shows that the probabilities of the core region
are further spaced apart than those of the delta region. This
indicates that the scores from the core region provide a higher
chance for correct identification.
IV. DISCUSSION
Looking at the results a clear difference between the PDF
of the core region and the PDF of the delta region can
be observed. In the core PDF the genuine scores are more
distributed, giving each score a lower LR. The genuine scores
in the delta PDF are more concentrated, giving each score a
higher LR. In other words a score from a delta region gives
a higher LR than a score from a core region. A reason for
this could be the difference in form and direction options of
Fig. 7. Tippett plot from the LR of core region
Fig. 8. Tippett plot from the LR of delta region
the types of minutiae. A core usually has an ellipse form and
a minutiae on a core has many directionality possibilities. It
could be that due to these many possibilities, scores can be
more diverse. The delta on the other hand usually has a triangle
form where the minutiae have certain (limited) directionality
possibilities, which could result in a smaller diversity in the
scores.
Based on the PDFs it was expected that the delta region
is better suited for identification. Looking at the Tippett plots
shows that this is not the case. The possible origin of this
difference is that we underestimated the importance of the
high amount of zero scores in the core region. This however
shows that Tippett plots are a good way to better compare
LRs.
For future study it would be interesting to also compare the
minutiae that are not on the core or delta but on the rest of the
fingerprint. Also a way to include the rarity of the minutiae
could improve the correct identification rate.
V. CONCLUSION
From the results it can be seen that there is a difference
in the probability of genuine identification between minutiae
originating from the core region or the delta region. It appears
that minutiae from the core region give a higher genuine
identification probability than minutiae from the delta region.
This approves our hypothesis.
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